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Subject: "Pictures." Information from Bureau of Home Economics, U.S.D.A.

"Where on earth are you going with that ladder?" exclaimed Cousin

Susan, as she saw Uncle Ebenezer disappearing out the front door with the

kitchen step-ladder under his arm.

"Oh, I'm just talcing this over to Marian Lee's for a bit* She has some

new pictures to hang and asked me to help her. You know, it takes a tallyman

for a job like that. Besides, it's pretty dangerous for a little woman like

Marian Lee to be working up on a ladder. She's likely to fall."

Uncle Silas and Cousin Susan exchanged glances.

"Some tall men might be likely to fall without knowing it," remarked

Cousin Susan.

Uncle Ebenezer closed the front door behind him with dignity,

i. noring that remark. Cousin Susan shook her head.

"That Marian Lee with her helpless manner. She knows how to manage

some men. First, she takes Ebenezer shopping for curtains. And then she

has him come over to hang her pictures.

"

"It almost looks as if she's going to turn him into an interior

decorator at this rate, doesn't it, Susan?"

"More likely she'll be turning his head. Ebenezer never was one to

see through feminine ways."

Presently Uncle Ebenezer returned. But he wasnH his usual cheerful

self.

"What' s the matter?" asked Uncle Silas.

"The matter is that we couldnU decide how and where to hang those

pictures, Marian Lee thought one thing and I thought another. We tried

this way and that, but they didn't look right somehow. Those I put up in

the front room Marian Lee said looked as if they were about to fly away—

they were so far up. And those Marian Lee had mo put in the dining room

just didnU show vx> at all against that wall-paper. I told her that with

an all-over pattern like that the room looked better with no pictures at all.

I said it was like '^ziginz a picture on a picture, the pictures and the

paper seemed to be struggling for attention. How can you have a restxul

atmosohere in a room where the pictures and wall-paper are fighting? That's

what I asked Marian Lee, but she wouldn't agree. Aren't there some rules
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to guide people who are putting up pictures, Aunt Sammy"?"

I told Uncle Ebenezer that I :mew just the person who could give him
_

some good advice on the subject. I promised to go over and have a chat with

Miss 3ess Viemont at the Bureau of Home Economics, who is a specialist on

home decoration.

"3e sure to ash her what's the proper height to hang pictures and

whether wall-oaper has anything to do with how pictures look. And please

ash what kind" of pictures belong in different rooms. And how many to use.

And whero it's correct to use photographs and— well, ask her everything

you can think of, Aunt Sammy."

A pretty large order, don't you think? I went over to Miss Viemont'

s

with my head just buzzing with questions.

First thing, I asked when and where to use pictures.

"pictures," said Miss Viemont, "are accessories or extras in furnish-

ing. So one good rule to start with is: Better use too few than too many.

Like anv other accessory, a -oicture belongs only where it adds something to

a furniture group. Arrange the furniture in the house first. Andtnen hang

the pictures where they are needed to complete the furniture, to fill a

vacant space over the fireplace, and so forth. It's never successful to

hang pictures in a haohazard way without relation to the other things m
the room. Then, of course, the background is important, if the pictures are

to be effective."

"The walls and wall-paper?"

"Yes, they make the background. Hang pictures against plain walls

or waUs with a faint, indistinct pattern. With figured paper a mirror or

a r.iece of some plain colored fabric is best for wall decoration, ^because

it" gives a rest space for the eyes. Whereas a picture against a figured

wall gives a confused effect."

"Thank you for those rules," I said. "There's one of Uncle Ebenezer'

s

problems solved. How please tell me next how high to hang pictures."

"Well the general rule is: Hang pictures so that the center of interest

in the picture is at eye level. If you're arranging a group of small pictures,

keep the center of each in the group, at eye level. When you're hanging a

•oicture in close relation to some piece of furniture—a sofa, mantel, table,

chest of drawers or bed, the center of interest may be a little above or a

little below eye level but place it near enough to the furniture to -orm one

harmonious unit. Tor example, take that large picture over my sola. It
_

that Picture were hung vx> at eye level, it would look like an orphan—an

isolated object, up on the wall all by itself. But hung just a little lower,

as it is you see, it seems to belong to the sofa and the rest of ohao group

of furniture. The sofa, the table, the lamp beside it and the picture all

make a unit. One of the commonest mistakes in hanging pictures is oo pu„

them up too high."
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nvs tn is about the kind of pictures
"Another question I'd Hue to as - is.

! suitable for different rooms la the house.

"All right, Aunt B^. J**' - ^""^.TEt££ ST"

fetetm^^S^Ss^^1

room lilce this ™%$>£%*Z sensation ofsoing i-to S strange house

Ibedroom or study, naven't you ~a int. »
faniiy photographs staring

and being greeted first thing by a 'f^^^^LhSf? Isn't that

J in for rial. Ho use forcing all the relatives on mm.

"tfhat pictures for the bedroom?"

"Those that are lighter in color or more personal in subject.^f

-

Photographs in the bedroom are in perfectly good .aste. b ^
etchings", silhouettes and Japanese Prln* s '

. t"! "Jf f^ better than a lot

evermore else in the house, a ew go
o^ £^ of college

banners, and so forth. But lortWely that |°n
&e other

I And that reminds me. Another rules °hoose pictures^to

| furnishings of the room. Suppose you nave a OTd dressinS

I ruffled or chintz curtains a. tne window ana aa j * ter_

table. What hind of pictures should go in 1^ gg^
colors, Japanese prints, tlower prints or s

for richne5S

I^«M^^S4^K etchings or copies of

oil paintings."

X thanhed Miss Viemont for^^X^^X^b^%^r^r^^-Tc4
-. problems, i-d be over again

for more advice.

Yes, that's an invitation. If joa

pictures in your house, write me and I'll consult

Tomorrow: "A Dinner for Washington' s Birthday,"
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